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Oracle Corporation has launched a certification 
program to enable third-party vendors to obtain two 
critical validations: 

 
• Third Party Cluster Filesystem (CFS) Validation 
• Third Party Clusterware Compatibility 
 
PolyServe has received the Validated Third Party 
CFS and Compatible Clusterware status under this 
program and is listed on Metalink Certify. 
 
PolyServe adds clear value to Oracle Real 
Application Clusters by providing carrier-grade, 
stable cluster platforms that complement Oracle 
clusterware and RAC databases with proven stability 
and performance. 

 

Third-Party Cluster Platforms and 
Oracle Real Application Clusters 
on Linux 
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Oracle’s Third Party Clusterware Compatibility 
Program 
In February 2006, Oracle Corporation launched a program whereby third-party 
vendors may obtain two critical validations: 
 
• Third Party Cluster Filesystem (CFS) Validation 
• Third Party Clusterware Compatibility 
 
Introductory information about this program is available on Oracle’s website: 
http://www.oracle.com/technology/software/oce/oce_fact_sheet.htm  
 
PolyServe Validation Status 
PolyServe has received the Validated Third Party CFS and Compatible 
Clusterware status under this program and is listed on Metalink Certify. 
 
Understanding the New Validation Program 
Some context is necessary to understand what these validations mean. The 
Third Party Cluster Filesystem Validation is easily described. This validation 
testing consists of executing an extremely in-depth test suite produced by Oracle 
Corporation called the Oracle Certification Environment (OCE). The essence of 
the test suite is to successfully perform all Real Application Clusters functionality 
against databases stored in the CFS.  
 
The Clusterware Compatibility test is a much deeper topic. 
 
Clusterware Compatibility 
Third party clusterware compatibility was a sufficiently important issue to Oracle 
Corporation to warrant a special program for testing. The term clusterware, 
however, is vague and most IT shops lack understanding of the varying 
technologies as it pertains to Oracle. 
 
The generic IT term clusterware is used to describe many varying technologies. 
So many, in fact, that the term is commonly misunderstood and therefore 
misused. When referred to within the context of Oracle Real Application Clusters, 
however, the definition is quite simple. 
 
Clusterware 
clus·ter·ware  (klŭs'tər'wâr')  
n. 
1. Two shared libraries that provide node membership services and internode 
communication functionality when dynamically linked with Oracle Real 
Application Clusters.  
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There are two types of clusterware for Real Application Clusters: 
 
Oracle Clusterware. Also referred to as Oracle OSD Clusterware or Portable 
Clusterware, as seen in many documents on the Oracle Support Metalink 
website. This clusterware was licensed from Compaq, as reported in several 
press articles1 in February 2001. Since HP (Compaq) was the originator of the 
technology, the following excerpt from HP’s press website2 sums it up properly:  
 

 
 
Oracle clusterware has been available for Oracle9i on Windows and Linux in the 
form of Oracle Cluster Management Services (OCMS) since the release of Real 
Application Clusters in 2001. The Oracle10g counterpart for OCMS is Cluster 
Ready Services (CRS). When Oracle10g Release 2 was released, this 
clusterware was once again renamed to simply “Oracle Clusterware.” 
 
Vendor Clusterware. Oracle’s Metalink website offers a good source for a 
definition of the term vendor clusterware. Metalink note 259301.1 clearly 
establishes the term “vendor clusterware” as technology provided by Legacy 
UNIX vendors and Veritas as shown in the following excerpt: 
 

 
 

                                                      
1 http://www.zdnet.co.uk/print?TYPE=story&AT=2084696-39020351t-10000008c, http://news.com.com/2100-1001-253176.html?legacy=cnet  
2 http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/newsroom/press/2001pmc/pr2001022701.html 

 
CRS KEY FACTS 

 
Prior to installing CRS and 10g RAC, there are some key points to 
remember about CRS and 10g RAC: 
 
• CRS is REQUIRED to be installed and running prior to installing 10g 

RAC. 
 

• CRS can either run on top of the vendor clusterware (such as Sun 
Cluster, HP Serviceguard, IBM HACMP, TruCluster, Veritas Cluster, 
Fujitsu Primecluster, etc...) or can run without the vendor 
clusterware. The vendor clusterware was required in 9i RAC but is 
optional in 10g RAC. 

 
…Oracle will license selected Compaq Tru64 UNIX clustering technology to 
be integrated into Oracle9i Real Application Clusters to create portable 
clusterware.  
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Too Much Clusterware, Too Much Porting Effort 
Metalink Note 259301.1 also provides insight into why Oracle was motivated to 
license and port the HP clusterware. There are simply too many varying 
clusterware offerings for deep integration. 
 
Since the Oracle server uses these clusterware packages mainly for node 
membership services, it is an unnecessary level of porting complexity for Oracle 
to integrate with vendor clusterware. That is, there is historical precedent for 
Oracle to internalize functionality that had otherwise been provided by the 
platform. Some may recall that the original UNIX platforms supporting Oracle 
Parallel Server (e.g., Sequent, Pyramid Technologies, etc.) were not only 
responsible for providing node membership services, but also implemented a 
Kernel Distributed Lock Manager which OPS integrated with.  
 
Oracle8 was the first release of the Oracle DLM in which vendor-provided Kernel 
DLM services were no longer needed by OPS. If there are things that Oracle can 
do well without porting to underlying software, it makes perfect sense to do so 
from a productization and support perspective. So, it made great sense for 
Oracle to internalize node membership services (clusterware) through the 
licensing agreement made with Compaq.  
 
As shown in Figure 1, a webpage on Oracle’s Metalink support site provides 
further elaboration on the complexity of RAC integration with vendor clusterware. 
The web page shows that, in addition to Oracle clusterware, there are two 
supported vendor clusterware packages for this 10gR1 port of Oracle. Of course 
this is just 10gR1, and only one Operating System. The complete list of vendor 
clusterware is exceedingly long when considering both Oracle9i and Oracle10g 
and all the varying platforms that support RAC. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Example of multiple supported clusterware options for a port of Oracle 
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Again, the functionality provided to the Oracle server from these vendor 
clusterware packages is extremely simplistic—node membership services. Much 
credit should be given to Oracle for identifying unnecessary complexity and 
embarking on the effort to engineer their own solution. 
 
Vision or Reality? 
As of the writing of this paper, Real Application Clusters has been in generally 
available software for over five years. In terms of Oracle software, Oracle9i 
releases 1 and 2 are seemingly old now as is Oracle10g release 1. Oracle10g 
release 2 has been available for quite some time. Oracle clusterware aims to 
obviate vendor clusterware where RAC is concerned, but it is important to take a 
look at the reality of that goal as reflected in current shipping RAC versions. 
 
Changes such as the complete decoupling of RAC from vendor clusterware 
generally take a long time. But if such an evolution takes more than five years, 
the first question that arises is whether it will, in fact, ever occur. In 10g release 2, 
the Windows and Linux platforms are still the only platforms where there is no 
integration with vendor clusterware. The story is much different with the legacy 
UNIX ports of Oracle—those ports generally considered first and foremost for 
“life and death” implementations3. Figure 2 shows a perfect example of an 
Oracle10g release 2 port to a legacy UNIX platform that still supports three 
integrated vendor clusterware options above and beyond the pure Oracle 
Clusterware option. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: In Oracle10gR2, legacy UNIX ports of Oracle support integrated 
vendor clusterware 

                                                      
3 Linux and Windows are emerging as candidates for “life and death” Oracle implementations, but it is nearly impossible to overlook the 20 or 
more years lead that legacy UNIX has on these platforms, specifically regarding the hosting of mission-critical Oracle. Oracle’s broad platform 
support still allows customers to choose the platform that is best for their needs. 
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Given the existence of the Third Party Clusterware Compatibility program for 
Linux and the preponderance of Oracle ports that still support integration with 
vendor clusterware, it seems apparent that there is a “middle ground” where RAC 
and clusterware are concerned. Perhaps the legacy UNIX ports of Oracle will 
someday look more like the Linux ports, where Oracle Clusterware executes in 
parallel with vendor clusterware as is the case with RAC on PolyServe. Since 
there are more applications for clusters than RAC, one thing is certain—vendor 
clusterware is not going away. 
 
It will be interesting to observe the evolution of RAC where clusterware is 
concerned. However, this entire topic is also important to understand now. 
 
Technical Differences between Oracle and Vendor 
Clusterware 
In its simplest form, any software that performs any function on more than one 
interconnected computer system can be called clusterware. What functionality 
any given clusterware offers tends to determine the level of sophistication behind 
its implementation. 
 
There are several cluster architecture and implementation details that set varying 
cluster technologies apart from each other. Some of the more important 
differences are: 
 
Processing Mode. Is the clusterware code implemented in User Mode or Kernel 
Mode? Code that is not implemented in Kernel Mode has absolutely no 
guarantees of execution should a system become saturated. Clusterware that is 
not implemented in Kernel Mode runs the risk of not being able to execute critical 
data integrity operations when it is most necessary. Generally, vendor 
clusterware is implemented in Kernel Mode. 
 
Fencing. Fencing is a generic cluster term that relates to how a cluster handles 
nodes that should no longer have access to shared resources. (Fencing is 
described in more detail later in this paper.) Fencing is a critical aspect of 
clustering from a data integrity and application availability perspective. The best 
clusterware imaginable is of little value if fencing is not implemented with a solid 
architectural approach and utmost quality.  
 
Lock and Metadata Management Architecture. When clusterware includes a 
cluster filesystem, the implementation approach to cluster lock management and 
file metadata management is crucial. The common short-cut approach to 
implementing cluster lock managers and metadata managers is to have one 
“master node” in the cluster responsible for this activity. For obvious reasons, this 
approach is both a performance bottleneck and a single point of failure. Consider 
what happens when the lock manager node dies. On the other hand, 
sophisticated, high-quality cluster filesystems are implemented with a distributed 
and symmetric lock and metadata manager approach. While more difficult to 
implement, the distributed approach is fundamentally capable of better 
performance and availability since there is no inherent single point of failure. 
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From a productization standpoint, Oracle Corporation’s decision to implement 
Oracle clusterware made sense and suited the needs of Oracle Corporation. 
With Oracle clusterware, there is less porting activity for Oracle and more 
importantly, no blame-shifting in critical support scenarios. Oracle Corporation is 
put on the spot when a provider of vendor clusterware tells a customer that a 
problem is in Oracle’s domain. When running RAC with Oracle clusterware, 
customers are empowered by the fact that all RAC problems are entirely within 
the domain of Oracle’s software. This is true even when Oracle clusterware is 
executed alongside vendor clusterware. Since Oracle software represents the 
overwhelming majority of total cost in a RAC deployment, this is a good thing.  
 
However, the implementation details of Oracle clusterware are not apparent. As 
the classic idiom has it, the devil is in the details. Oracle10g clusterware 
executes entirely in User Mode on all platforms. On Linux, the sole fencing 
method of Oracle clusterware consists of a sort of  “self-fencing” where rogue 
servers execute a software reboot command (e.g., reboot(8)). This code is 
visible in the /etc/init.d/init.cssd file.  
 
Oracle currently offers no choice in clusterware for the Oracle10g RAC product 
on Linux and Windows. Customers must run RAC with Oracle clusterware. This 
policy may be pushed onto all platforms in the future. Although Oracle has stated 
that the future of RAC is to not integrate with vendor clusterware, that is certainly 
not the case today even with Oracle10gR2. The Oracle Metalink Certify 
webpages clearly show support for both Oracle clusterware and a variety of 
integrated third party clusterware (e.g., MC/ServiceGuard, HACMP, Sun Cluster, 
Veritas) on legacy UNIX. On Linux, however, the non-integrated approach is a 
reality today so it is important to understand how the two co-exist. As an aside, 
vendor clusterware is not going away just because RAC doesn’t integrate with it. 
There are many more purposes for clustering than those addressed by Oracle, 
and general purpose clustering is here to stay. 
 
Clusterware Co-Existence 
Beyond a doubt, Oracle Clusterware will execute alongside vendor clusterware 
and vendor clusterware is not going away. There is a tremendous amount of 
technology that requires vendor clusterware—technology that frequently has 
nothing to do with relational databases. For instance, cluster filesystems, cluster 
volume managers and some systems management packages need their own 
clusterware.   
 
Because much more digital content is stored as unstructured data than in 
databases4, technology that supports general purpose management of data is 
still an industry necessity. There are an increasing number of data centers that 
want to build and deploy clusters in a standard way that is optimized for both 
Oracle and other cluster purposes such as file serving. It is important, therefore, 
to ensure that host clusterware and Oracle clusterware are compatible. For this 
reason, Oracle Corporation instituted the Clusterware Compatibility test program 
mentioned above. 

                                                      
4 http://www.dmreview.com/article_sub.cfm?articleId=6287  
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A Close Look at Oracle Clusterware 
Oracle Real Application Clusters (and Oracle Parallel Server before it) links with 
two clusterware libraries: 
 
libskgxn.so. This library contains the routines used by the Oracle server to 
maintain node membership services. In short, these routines let Oracle know 
what nodes are in the cluster. Likewise, if Oracle wants to evict (fence) a node, it 
will call a routine in this library. Historically, this is the most widely implemented 
vendor-supplied clusterware component due in part to the historically limited 
fencing options available on legacy UNIX clusters such as SCSI Reservation. 
(Fencing is discussed in-depth later in this paper.) 
 
libskgxp.so. This library contains the Oracle server routines used for 
communication between instances (e.g., Cache Fusion CR sends, lock converts, 
etc.). This clusterware component has been implemented to varying degrees of 
success for integration with high-speed, low-latency interconnects such as 
InfiniBand, HyperFabric, Memory Channel and SCI. High-speed interconnect 
technology on Linux has not been very successful as far as RAC is concerned. 
For instance, as recently as 2003, Infiniband vendors such as Mellanox and 
TopSpin where making headlines by announcing support for Oracle10g on Linux 
using the uDAPL protocol. However, as of the date this paper was written, there 
are no entries in the Metalink RAC Technology Compatibility Matrix for 
Oracle10g on Linux suggesting any support for Infiniband, with the exception of 
IPoIB (Internet Protocol over Infiniband fabric). The Metalink Note entitled 
“Network Protocols and Real Application Clusters” (Doc Id 278132.1) states 
Oracle’s position well: 
 
“Oracle Corporation primarily tests and supports the UDP network libraries (and TCP for Windows).  
For other proprietary protocols (RDG, HMP, ICF, and LLT), the cluster vendor writes and supports the 
network libraries. Oracle Corporation has done extensive testing on the Oracle provided UDP libraries 
(and TCP for Windows).  Based on this testing and extensive experience with production customer 
deployments, at this time Oracle Support strongly recommends the use of UDP (or TCP on Windows) 
for 9i and 10g RAC environments.” 

 
The reality is that even when using vendor-supplied libskgxn.so (node 
membership services, fencing, etc.), most production RAC implementations use 
the default libskgxp.so supplied by Oracle, which implements internode 
communication via UDP5.  
 
An examination of what takes place when the Oracle server is configured (e.g., 
re-linked) for binary support of Real Application Clusters in Oracle10g (Linux x86) 
helps explain the relationship these libraries have with Real Application Clusters. 
The command sequence shown in Figure 3 simply replaces the Oracle OSD 
libraries (skgxp and skgxn) with a “stub” library when relinking to disable RAC 
binary support. Conversely, a simple switch from the “stub” library to Oracle OSD 
libraries to enable RAC takes place when linking to enable RAC. 
 

                                                      
5 The default Oracle skgxp library on Windows is based on TCP, not UDP. 
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Figure 3: Relinking Oracle replaces “stub” libraries with functional skgxn/skgxp 
libraries 
 

PolyServe—A Close Look at Validated Third Party 
Clustering 
PolyServe is one of the first third party vendors to participate in the new Third 
Party Cluster Filesystem Validation and Clusterware Compatibility test program 
and to be listed on the RAC Technologies Compatability Matrix (RTCM) for Linux 
Clusters. However, PolyServe has supplied customers with an Oracle-optimized 
platform for deploying Oracle Real Application Clusters long before the test 
program existed. There was no such requirement or program before February 
2006. 
 
The testing outlined in the new Third Party Cluster Filesystem Validation test 
suite has been used in PolyServe labs since 2001 when PolyServe was licensed 
to implement the Oracle Disk Manager Library (ODM)6. This testing really is 
nothing new, whereas the program for granting validated status is. Since ODM is 
a part of PolyServe’s validated third party CFS and clusterware offering, it will be 
discussed in more detail later in this paper. 
 
PolyServe is proud to state that all RAC implementations on PolyServe Matrix 
Server exclusively use Oracle Clusterware. PolyServe is focused on adding 
value and does not interfere with the things that Oracle does well. PolyServe 
recognized early on that the value brought to Oracle by custom implementations 
of libskxgp and libskgxn was minimal and instead focused its engineering effort 
on producing the following technologies that do add value: 
 

                                                      
6 For more information regarding the Oracle Disk Manager library please refer to the following URL: 
http://www.oracle.com/technology/deploy/availability/pdf/odm_wp.pdf 
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• A high quality Oracle Disk Manager library 
• Sophisticated SAN management 
• Industry-leading fencing options 
• A general purpose, database-optimized cluster filesystem 
 
Oracle Database Creation Assistant—Using a Cluster 
Filesystem 
There is a common misconception in the Oracle community regarding whether 
Oracle supports RAC on CFS technology. Oracle marketing has put so much 
emphasis into the radically new, optional storage subsystem called Automatic 
Storage Management (ASM) that some IT shops might get confused. The most 
fundamental aspect of any database server is how data is stored. Certainly 
Oracle Corporation would not obsolesce the most fundamental aspect of their 
product. For the last 30 years, Oracle DBAs have been placing Oracle datafiles 
into filesystems—it works, your tools and practices are geared to this approach 
and with a CFS you don’t have to radically change your methodology when 
implementing RAC. You are encountering enough significant change when 
adopting RAC without changing the fundamentals of database storage! 
 
Figure 4 shows a Database Creation Assistant (DBCA) session showing that 
there are multiple choices for storing a 10g RAC database. Not coincidentally, 
the default storage is Cluster Filesystem. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Oracle10gR2 DBCA offers Cluster Filesystem as the default option for 
database storage 
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About CFS System Resource Utilization 
Oracle marketing literature points out that with ASM there is a reduction in file 
descriptors used for Oracle databases. True, but operating systems haven’t had 
a difficult time handling large numbers of file descriptors since the mid 1990s. 
More to the point, however, is the fact that very large databases prior to 
Oracle10g required a great deal of files because an Oracle datafile was limited to 
(2^22)-1 Oracle datablocks. With a 4KB Oracle block size, the maximum datafile 
size was 16GB (4194303 * 4KB). So, a 1 TB database—which is by no means 
huge by today’s standards—would require a minimum of 64 datafiles just for the 
application tablespaces. There are no UNIX variants, including Linux, that have 
difficulty handling 64 file descriptors per process. 
 
Not only was ASM introduced in Oracle10g, but so were many other features that 
assist in configuring large databases, whether they are filesystem-based or ASM-
based. For instance, the 10g BIGFILE tablespace feature makes the fear over file 
count completely unfounded. A BIGFILE tablespace can grow to 16TB with a 
single datafile with an Oracle 4KB blocksize, allowing very large databases to be 
built that consist of very few files. 
 
Since PolyServe dynamic volumes and the cluster filesystem both support online 
resizing, there should be little concern over creating BIGFILE tablespaces that 
will be able to grow as needed by the application to limits that are significantly 
beyond the norm. PolyServe supports 16TB filesystems in the current release. 
The combination of PolyServe CFS and Oracle10g is more than suited to large 
databases. 
 

PolyServe Matrix Server 
So why use third party clustering solutions? For PolyServe, the motivating factors 
are cluster stability, cluster standardization, and simplicity through complete 
support for every Oracle file requirement. Not to imply that Real Application 
Clusters is not stable, but it can be victimized by lower-level cluster instability. 
PolyServe makes clustering simple and stable.  
 
Generally speaking, DBAs who are accustomed to deploying Oracle in a non-
clustered environment are in for a bit of an awakening. Going from non-RAC to 
RAC involves shared disk. Without a high quality cluster filesystem, standard 
deployment models cannot be used. Oracle databases have been deployed 
using filesystem tablespaces for nearly 30 years. It is reasonable, therefore, to 
refer to filesystem-based deployments as the standard. With a base-configuration 
cluster (e.g., no value-add software such as PolyServe Matrix Server), DBAs are 
forced to think about such things as raw disk, whether it be simple raw partitions 
or ASM raw disk groups. Simply put, raw is raw, and there are accompanying 
connectivity and provisioning headaches associated with raw disk—ASM or not. 
There is also the operational overhead of continual cross-organizational 
communications between the storage group and database administration group.  
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PolyServe Improves Organizational Operations 
To system and storage administrators, ASM is a “black box.” Unless the only use 
of storage in the datacenter is Oracle, and therefore the storage administrators 
rely entirely on Oracle space utilization tools such as Enterprise Manager7, they 
cannot detect when ASM space is approaching full capacity. A simple glance at 
df(1) or third party systems management tools are no longer sufficient. If there is 
an unplanned space requirement, the DBA has to ask the storage administrator 
for another “chunk of raw disk” to add to ASM, making the storage administrator 
take action in a sort of emergency-reactive mode. The system administrator in 
turn has to perform the OS-level configuration and discovery involved with 
making a raw chunk of disk available to an application. If database administrators 
are not perfect in their ability to project future space requirements, they will make 
routine, troublesome, last-minute requests for storage—not the most harmonious 
operating conditions by any means.  
 
Contrast this to the storage model of a cluster filesystem. The storage and 
system administrators have RAC storage utilization levels within plain view using 
the same monitoring tools and methods they use for all the other applications 
they support. Oracle is a very important application, but storage and system 
administrators have a great deal more to think about. When RAC is deployed in 
Matrix Server, the storage and system administrators can add space to 
PolyServe dynamic volumes and grow the filesystems without the database 
administration staff ever picking up the telephone. Action always yields better 
results than reaction. 
 
There are also many files that must go in shared disk that cannot be placed into 
ASM. Some datacenters strive for standardization. Clustered environments can 
be confusing, and changing both the fundamental way databases are stored and 
limiting the effectiveness of the storage group in one fell swoop can lead to 
disaster.  
 
Oracle databases have consisted of filesystem files for nearly 30 years and 
storage administrators need to have control. It is for this reason that datacenters 
are increasingly choosing to deploy RAC onto third party clustering solutions 
such as PolyServe. The PolyServe cluster filesystem supports asynchronous 
direct I/O for RAC on filesystem files. Furthermore, the filesystem and underlying 
volumes can be expanded online. Given these features, a RAC database doesn’t 
seem that much different than a non-RAC database in a regular filesystem such 
as ext3. There is so much more than the database to think about, however. 
PolyServe supports installing Oracle into a shared Oracle Home and Oracle 
Applications into a shared APPL_TOP. The technology supports it and 
datacenters get to choose. That is the way things ought to be. 
 
Additionally, all Oracle files can be placed into the cluster filesystem. Without a 
general purpose cluster filesystem, applications using features such as External 
Tables, BFILE, and UTL_FILE will not function the in the same manner, or at all, 

                                                      
7 ASM offers a command line tool that requires connecting to the ASM instance and perl execution, which may be cumbersome in shops with 
tens of dozens of database servers. 
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with RAC. Administration is simplified as well since there is no need to navigate 
between servers to access ORACLE_BASE directories for logging, trace, scripts 
and so forth. The idea behind a RAC deployment on a general purpose cluster 
filesystem is to get more of a “single system feel,” which is an important 
characteristic to many datacenters. 
 
PolyServe Matrix Server Features 
From a technology standpoint, PolyServe bundles several features that make 
RAC deployments simpler. 
 
Central Cluster Management Console 
While Oracle provides Enterprise Manager for database management features, a 
base-configuration deployment lacks a central GUI and CLI for management and 
monitoring of the underlying cluster. The PolyServe central management console 
supports all aspects of configuring, monitoring and event notification as 
pertaining to the lower-level cluster. 
 
SAN Management Layer  
PolyServe includes global disk labeling, access protection and multi-path I/O. If 
the choice is made to deploy other multi-path I/O solutions, PolyServe is 
integrated and tested to use them as well. This layer is essential in data 
assurance. Without a product like PolyServe, there is nothing to prevent 
intentional or unintentional access from any node in the cluster to the raw disk 
that contains such important files such as the Oracle Cluster Registry or system 
tablespace. Partitions under the control of ASM are also fully accessible as 
character special devices from any node in the cluster. Mistakes can happen.  
PolyServe, on the other hand, closes off access to the underlying raw disk 
interfaces for volumes that contain PolyServe filesystems. 
 
Sophisticated Fencing 
Fencing is a generic cluster term relating to how a cluster handles nodes that 
should no longer have access to shared resources. For example, if a node in the 
cluster has access to shared disk but has no functioning interconnects, it really 
no longer belongs in the cluster. There are several different types of fencing. The 
most common type came from academia and is referred to by the acronym 
STOMITH which stands for Shoot The Other Machine In The Head. A more 
popular variant of this acronym is STONITH where “N” stands for Node. 
 
While STONITH is a common term, there is nothing common with how it is 
implemented from one vendor to another. The general idea is that the healthy 
nodes in the cluster are responsible for determining that an unhealthy node 
should no longer be in the cluster. Once such a determination is made, action is 
taken to power cycle the node. This can be done with network power switches for 
example. All told, STONITH is a “good” approach to fencing because it is 
generally built upon the notion that healthy nodes monitor and take action to 
fence unhealthy nodes. This differs significantly from the fencing model 
implemented in Oracle Clusterware, which doesn’t implement STONITH at all.  
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In Oracle Clusterware, nodes fence themselves by executing the reboot(8) 
command out of the /etc/init.d/init.cssd. This is a very portable approach to 
fencing, but it raises the question of what happens if the node is so unhealthy 
that it cannot successfully execute the reboot(8) command. Certainly we’ve all 
experienced systems that were so incapacitated that commands no longer 
executed (e.g., complete virtual memory depletion, etc.). In a cluster it is 
imperative that nodes be fenced when needed, otherwise they can corrupt data. 
After all, there is a reason the node is being fenced. Having a node with active 
I/O paths to shared storage after it is supposed to be fenced from the cluster is 
not a good thing8. In those cases where Oracle’s fencing mechanism is not able 
to perform its fencing operation, the underlying validated host clusterware will 
fence the node, as is the case with PolyServe Matrix Server. It turns out that the 
criteria used by Oracle Clusterware to trigger fencing are the same criteria that 
host clusterware would use to take action. Oracle instituted the Clusterware 
Compatibility Test program to ensure that underlying clusterware is compatible 
and complements Oracle clusterware.  
 
STONITH is one form of fencing, but far from the only one. PolyServe supports a 
sophisticated form of STONITH where the healthy nodes integrate with 
management interfaces such as Hewlett-Packard’s iLO (Integrated Lights-Out) 
and Dell DRAC. Here again, the most important principle of clustering is 
implemented—healthy nodes take action to fence unhealthy nodes—which 
ensures that the fencing will occur. This form of STONITH is more sophisticated 
than the network power-switch approach, but in the end they do the same thing—
both approaches power-cycle unhealthy nodes. 
 
It is not always desirable to have an unhealthy server power-cycled just for the 
sake of fencing. There could be helpful state information available before the 
power reset. Losing that information may make cluster troubleshooting quite 
difficult. Also, if the condition that triggered the fencing persists across reboots, a 
“reboot loop” can occur. For this reason, PolyServe implements Fabric Fencing 
as the preferred option for customers running Real Application Clusters. 
 
Fabric Fencing is built upon the PolyServe SAN management layer. PolyServe 
certifies a comprehensive list of Fiber Channel switches that are tested with the 
Fabric Fencing code. All nodes in a PolyServe cluster have LAN connectivity to 
the Fiber Channel switch. With Fabric Fencing, healthy nodes make SNMP calls 
to the Fiber Channel switch to disable all SAN access from unhealthy nodes. 
This form of fencing is built upon the sound principle of having healthy servers 
fence unhealthy servers, but the fenced server is left in an “up” state—completely 
severed from shared disk access. Administrators can log into it, view logs and so 
on, but before the node can rejoin the cluster, it must be rebooted.  
 
The most important aspect of host clusterware, such as PolyServe, is that it is 
generally implemented in Kernel Mode. In the case of PolyServe, the most critical 

                                                      
8 Because SCSI-III Persistant Reservation technology is I/O fencing, which is entirely different than server fencing, it is not included in this 
discussion of server fencing.  
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functionality of SAN management, cluster filesystem, volume manager and so on 
are implemented in Kernel Mode. On the other hand, when fencing code is 
implemented in User Mode, there is always the risk that the code will not get 
processor cycles to execute. Indeed, with clusters in general, overly saturated 
nodes often need to be fenced because they are not responding to status 
requests by other nodes in the cluster. When nodes in the cluster are getting so 
saturated as to trigger fencing, having critical clusterware code execute in Kernel 
Mode is a higher level of assurance that the fencing operation will succeed.  

 
Dynamic Volume Manager 
PolyServe implements a cluster volume manager that supports concatenation 
and striping of LUNS. The dynamic volume manager, in conjunction with the 
cluster filesystem, supports the ability to add space to filesystems without 
interruption. Additionally, the dynamic volume manager provides support for very 
high-end scenarios where data needs to be striped across multiple storage 
arrays. The volumes support online resizing operations and in the current release 
a volume can grow to 16TB. 
 
Cluster Filesystem 
Perhaps the most attractive component of PolyServe Matrix Server is the cluster 
filesystem. The PolyServe cluster filesystem was the first commercial, fully 
distributed and symmetric CFS for Linux, which means there is no central lock 
manager or metadata server and therefore no single point of failure. Historically, 
this architecture differentiated PolyServe from all other cluster filesystems 
available on Linux. The file system is fully POSIX compliant, but moreover, it is 
optimized for Oracle because it supports direct I/O and asynchronous I/O. The 
filesystem is where PolyServe implements Quality of Storage features such as 
Online Dynamic Data Redistribution on a per-file or per-filesystem basis and 
other features such as snapshots. In the current release, filesystems are limited 
to 16TB but that limit is expected to change in an upcoming release. Figure 5 
shows a high-level architecture diagram of the CFS components9.  
 

                                                      
9 For in-depth architectural information regarding the PolyServe cluster filesystem, please visit www.polyserve.com 
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Figure 5: Block diagram of PolyServe Cluster Filesystem components 
 
Matrix Server Oracle Disk Manager 
PolyServe Matrix Server provides an Oracle Disk Manager10 (ODM) library 
implementation called MxODM to support the Oracle Disk Manager interface. 
MxODM enables Oracle with asynchronous I/O on the direct I/O mounted 
filesystems where it stores datafiles and other database files such as redo logs, 
control files, archived redo logs, and so forth. MxODM also offers a very rich I/O 
monitoring capability. 
 
The MxODM I/O monitoring package provides the following basic performance 
information. These items are referred to as the Core Reporting Elements. 
 
• Number of file read and write operations 
• Read and write throughput per second in Kilobytes 
• Count of synchronous and asynchronous I/O operations 
• I/O service times 
• Percentages 
 
The Core Reporting Elements can be provided at the following levels: 
 
Cluster-Wide Level. Provides aggregate information for all database instances 
on all nodes. 
 

                                                      
10 For more information on ODM please refer to the following paper at www.oracle.com: 
http://www.oracle.com/technology/deploy/availability/pdf/odm_wp.pdf#search=%22'Oracle%20Disk%20Manager'%22 
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Database Global Level. Limits information to a named database (e.g., PROD, 
DEV, FIN, DSS). 
 
Instance Level. Limits information to a named instance (e.g., PROD1, PROD8, 
DEV1, FIN4,DSS6). 
 
Node Level. Limits information to a named node (e.g., rhas1.acme.com, sles9-
1.acme.com). This information is the aggregate of all instance activity on the 
named node. If a node hosts instances accessing different databases (e.g., 
$ORACLE_SID=PROD1, $ORACLE_SID=DEV1), the Core Reporting Elements 
will reflect the combined information for all instances on the named node. 
 
Because MxODM understands Oracle file, process, and I/O types, the 
mxodmstat(8) command offers very specialized reporting capabilities. On 
complex clustered systems, it is nearly impossible to take a quick look at the 
cluster-wide or per-instance activity for a given subsystem of the Oracle server. 
For instance, on an 8-node cluster with six PROD instances, two DEV instances, 
and Parallel Query Slaves active only on nodes 1 through 4, a DBA will find it 
extremely difficult to associate cluster-wide impact of the PQO activity. Likewise, 
quickly determining the DBWR activity for only the PROD instances on nodes 1 
through 6 is nearly impossible—without MxODM. 
 
MxODM offers “canned” reporting that focuses on key Oracle “subsystems:” 
 
Parallel Query Option (PQO). This query returns the Core Reporting Elements 
for only the Parallel Query Option slaves (e.g., ora_p000_PROD1, 
ora_p001_PROD3, etc.). This is an extremely beneficial set of information as it 
allows DBAs and system administrators to get a top-level view of the impact 
PQO is having on the cluster, either as a whole or at the node level. 
 
Log Writer. This query focuses on only the LGWR processes and their activity at 
the cluster level, database level, or node level.  
 
Database Writer. This query is of the utmost value. It too can return all Core 
Reporting Elements at all Reporting Levels; however, it can also limit reporting to 
only DBWR process activity. DBAs can glance at mxodmstat(8) output and easily 
determine the average DBWR I/O service times for all databases cluster-wide, or 
can focus on specific databases, nodes, or instances. 
 
There is too much functionality in the mxodmstat package to fully describe here. 
The following example shows the type of I/O monitoring this software package 
provides.  
 
Consider what is involved with monitoring three databases that have instances 
spread across a 16-node cluster. It is a daunting task. A bird’s-eye view can be 
obtained with mxodmstat though. The first command in Figure 6 shows top-level 
I/O activity for all databases in aggregate broken out into reads and writes. The 
second command shows top-level I/O for all three databases. This is aggregate 
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total I/O with breakout for the count of synchronous and asynchronous I/O as 
well as I/O service times.  

 
 

Figure 6: Example of PolyServe MxODM Oracle I/O monitoring 
 
The mxodmstat output in Figure 7 shows a flurry of DSS database activity. 

 
 

Figure 7: Example of MxODM I/O monitoring on per-instance basis 
 
Figure 8 shows a drill-down command to see what processes are performing the 
I/O on the DSS database. The output shows that throughout all of the DSS 
instances, the I/O is mostly performed by Parallel Query processes. 

 
 

Figure 8: Example of MxODM multiple instance aggregate I/O on a process 
basis 
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Figure 9 shows monitoring of instances DSS1 and DSS2 only, broken out by 
reads and writes. Note that after some six lines of output (60 seconds), the I/O 
performed by DSS1 and DSS2 switched from 100% asynchronous large reads 
by both instances to only DSS1 performing small synchronous reads and just a 
few asynchronous writes. 

 
 

Figure 9: Focused MxODM monitoring of multi-instance data warehousing I/O 
 

Summary 
The intent of this paper was to introduce the recently instituted Oracle validation 
program for third party cluster filesystems and describe how it pertains to 
PolyServe Matrix Server. PolyServe products have been validated through this 
program. PolyServe adds clear value to Oracle Real Application Clusters by 
providing carrier-grade, stable cluster platforms that complement Oracle 
clusterware and RAC databases with proven stability and performance. 
PolyServe’s implementation of the Oracle Disk Manager library interface adds 
additional value with improved I/O code paths and I/O monitoring. Finally, when 
things go wrong, PolyServe’s fencing implementations complement Oracle 
clusterware.   
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